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Is Your Operation a “Farm”?

Contact your Agency of Natural
Resources (ANR) regional office
Section 2.05 of the AAPs states that “farming means:
for its permitting requirements.
(a) the cultivation or other use of land for growing food, fiber, Christmas trees,
The building owner must be
maple sap, or horticultural and orchard crops; or
involved in this part of the
(b) the raising, feeding or management of livestock, poultry, fish or bees; or
process. Your project must
(c) the operation of greenhouses; or
have ANR approval before the
(d) the production of maple syrup; or
health department can issue
(e) the on-site storage, preparation and sale of agricultural products principally
you a license to operate your
produced* on the farm (emphasis added); or,
establishment.
(f) the on-site production of fuel or power from agricultural products or wastes
Contact the Vermont Department
produced on the farm; or
of Environmental Conservation
(g) the raising, feeding, or management of four or more equines owned or
boarded by the farmer, including training, showing, and providing instruction
(DEC), which reviews and
and lessons in riding, training, and the management of equines.”
approves public building plans
and assures compliance with
*“Principally produced” means that more than 50% by weight or volume of
Act 250 requirements or other
the agricultural products that result from the activities stated in (a) through
environmental laws.
(g) above, and that are stored, prepared or sold at the farm, are grown or
Contact the Vermont
produced on the farm. In other words, Accepted Agricultural Products mandate
Department of Labor and
that you will need to sell products of which more than 50% by weight or
Industry’s occupational safety,
volume were produced on the farm.
fire prevention, and plumbing
departments.
If you haven’t already, contact the Vermont Department of Taxes to apply for
a business tax account and a license to collect and pay applicable taxes.
Contact the Vermont Agency of Agriculture to obtain a retail license if you
sell meat, milk, ice cream, or other frozen desserts. This form can be found
online or by contacting the Licensing and Registration arm of the agency.
AGR.Licensing@state.vt.us (802) 828-2436. For a farm stand that sells milk
and prepackaged meat, the annual fee is $30.
Farms that are certified through Vermont Organic Farmers (VOF) must
comply with VOF’s production and labeling guidelines.
Farmers who want to sell raw milk must comply with several regulations set
A fall harvest display at Mendon Mountain
out by the Vermont Agency of Agriculture. To find out more, read the Vermont
Orchards and Motel in Mendon, VT.
Raw Milk Guidelines, 6 V.S.A. Chapter
152 and contact the Dairy Section
of the Vermont Agency of Agriculture
(802) 828-2433 or Rural Vermont
(802) 223-7222 with questions.

Location
Farm stands on highly trafficked
roads are sure to get the most
business. Knowing how many cars
pass by each day, and at which
times, can help you set your hours
of operation. Your town may have
traffic survey data, or you can simply
count cars visually or with a rubber
2n
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tube ticker. Roadside signs can be helpful in getting customers to your farm,
especially if it’s located off the main road. Vermont Statutes permit farms to put
directional signs in right-of-ways (road sign exemption 494.12), but check with
your town officials about any size and placement restrictions in your town.
Locating a farm stand off the farm can also be an option if your farm site
is not well-trafficked, convenient for customers, or safe. Off-site stands can
be successful if arranged carefully. Produce transport is usually the biggest
obstacle. Sometimes duplicative infrastructure is needed, which may make the
start-up process more capital intensive and financially risky.

Food Safety
GROWING, HARVESTING, AND STORING PRODUCE

Minimizing food safety risks is important no matter how you sell your farm
products. University of Vermont Extension has several resources to help you build
a food safety strategy. These range from the USDA’s Good Agricultural Practices
(GAPs) certification (which is probably only an option for you if over 50% of
your sales are wholesale, or you’re thinking of expanding sales to regional
or national distributors), to the Practical Produce Safety (PPS) Curriculum,
designed specifically for small produce farms that primarily direct market their
produce. The PPS Manual is not appropriate for farms that will be covered by
the Food Safety Modernization Act (FSMA). Under FSMA, all farms, regardless
of size, need to have signage at the point of sale with the farm name and
business contact address. The PPS can be downloaded from the UVM Center for
Sustainable Agriculture’s Produce Safety and GAPs Resources web page.
The Practical Produce Safety Manual includes guidelines for harvesting,
washing, and storing produce such as…
Harvest in the morning when it's cooler and remove field heat as soon as
possible from perishable produce.
This will increase the quality and
durability of produce and reduce
the growth rate of pathogens.
Have one set of bins for
harvesting and one set for clean
produce
Keep bins clean.
Sanitize harvest knives kept in
one clean central location.
For outstanding quality and food
safety for most leafy greens: triple
rinse and store in a cold (4OºF)
and moist cooler and sell within
72 hours.
Label containers in storage with
harvest and/or pack date as part
of a first-in, first-out strategy.

If you have questions about food
safety and your production practices,
University of Vermont Extension’s
Produce Safety Coordinator can
answer them!

A farmstand display at Ararat Farms,
Lincolnville, ME. (Vera Simon-Nobes)
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FOOD SAFETY INSIDE YOUR
FARMSTAND

Take measures to create a clean, pest-free environment,
and make sure food is packaged and sold safely. Take
the precautions recommended for farmers’ market
vendors, as outlined in University of Vermont Extension’s
Food Safety for Farmers’ Market Vendors Series.

Selling Meat Products

To prevent rapid microbial growth, meat must be
stored, transported, and sold at <15ºF if frozen and
<40ºF if refrigerated.
In storage, ensure that the juices of one species
(i.e., poultry, beef, etc.) do not drip onto and
contaminate another species, or any other type of
product, with bacteria.
Bag meat separately from any other products
(particularly fresh produce, ready-to-eat foods,
baked goods) to prevent cross-contamination.
Label products with “Safe Handling Instructions”
and understand these safe practices so that you
can explain them to customers. This will increase
the likelihood that the customer will handle the
product safely.

Selling Eggs

Dry beans and scoops at Killdeer Farm
Stand, Norwich, VT. (Vera Simon-Nobes)

Egg cartons should be clearly labeled with your
address.
If reusing egg cartons, make sure they are clean to prevent the transfer of
bacteria to the eggs.
Eggs should be kept cool (45ºF or cooler is ideal).
Display eggs under produce in the refridgerator.

Selling Dairy

You must have a retail license issued by the Vermont Agency of Agriculture,
Food and Markets, in order to sell prepackaged dairy products that are
made by another producer.
Dairy products must be kept at or below 44ºF.
Record keeping is an important step in risk management. Keep a record of all
customer transactions, including what people purchase. Document when you
take freezer and fridge temperatures and when you clean bins and coolers.
Having appropriate policies in place for farm workers is also a key step in
keeping your food safe. Do not permit sick workers to handle food, have multiple
first aid kids on hand, cover any worker wounds with bandages, have workers
wear gloves, etc. Visit the UVM Center for Sustainable Agriculture’s Produce
Safety and GAPs Resources web page to learn more about farm worker health
and hygiene policies and trainings.
4n
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Risk Management
Before opening for business, it is important to clarify all of your activities with
you insurance provider. You may not have had “premise liability insurance”
before you opened the farm stand, but you will need it once the public starts
coming to the farm. Liability exposure will always be present when there are
employees or guests on the farm. There are many types of liability exposure:

Premises Liability

Property owner fails to protect people from potentially hazardous conditions.
Customer is injured on property or “premises.”
EXAMPLES: slip and fall, equipment usage, contact with animals

Product Liability

Customer is injured by a product that was prepared and/or served to them.
EXAMPLES: foreign object in food, becoming ill after consuming food

Property Damage

Customer’s property is damaged by business/employee.
EXAMPLES: employee hits a customer’s car in the parking lot

Personal Liability

Customer suffers inadvertent personal harm from a service provided by a
business.
EXAMPLES: employee spills hot beverage on a customer and it causes a burn

Employees

Employer is responsible for employee’s actions (“vicarious liability”).
Know employment status — employee vs. independent contractors. Provide
proper employee training to
recognize, mitigate, and report
risks and hazards
Vicarious liability: landowner
responsible for his/her own
actions and for those of people
acting on the landowner’s behalf
(employees and independent
contractors).

Understory Farm sign in Sudbury, VT. (Vera
Simon-Nobes)

An endorsement, also known as a
rider, addendum, or attachment,
is a written document attached to
an insurance policy that modifies
the policy by changing the coverage
of the policy. An endorsement can
add coverage for activities or risks
that are not covered as a part of the
original policy and can be added at
the inception of the policy or later
during the term of the policy.
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Marketing
“For us, the farmstand is an important
way to bring people in and inform them
about other things happening at the
farm — PYO, educational workshops,
etc. We have a community bulletin
board, and tourists seek us out for info
on the area.”
— Helen Whybrow, Knoll Farm
Fayston, VT

The main challenge to creating a successful farm stand is differentiating
yourself from your competition. An effective mix of marketing differentiation
strategies gives customers a reason to buy your products by pointing out subtle
or less obvious differences or benefits of which they may not be aware. Create
a mix of strategies that reflects your vision, and that of your customers. If you
don’t buy into it, no one else will.

Pricing strategy

Customers want freshness, quality, and value, so give it to them. Don’t inflate
the price of your goods in order to create a perception of prestige, and don’t
price your goods as the low-cost alternative, which rejects the cooperative spirit
among producers and in the long run is self-defeating. Determine your cost of
production and base your prices off of that.

Product strategy

Customers like diversity and uniqueness, and the convenience of finding these
things in one place. They also value product freshness, quality, and, above all,
flavor. Choose cultivars based on this, and sell fruits and vegetables at exactly
the right maturity and texture — something supermarkets can’t do because of
transportation needs. Rarity itself can be a virtue. Grow traditional and unusual
varieties that taste better and be prepared to market and explain their benefits.

Customer service strategy

Focus on offering superior service. Friendly, happy, knowledgeable, efficient,
and proficient staff are the most important factor in retail success.

Focus strategy

You may want to emphasize (focus on) a unique feature of your farm, like a
convenient location, or focus on a specific market segment.

How will they find you?

Word of mouth will be your best marketing, but Google, Facebook, Vermont
Fresh Network, Dig In Vermont, NOFA Vermont, print advertising, TripAdvisor and
Yelp may also direct customers your way. Killdeer Farm in Norwich, VT finds that
a transactional ad in the local newspaper consistently brings in lots of traffic,
especially when they advertise specials on certain products each week.
“Define success in an ephemeral way
— however it befits your personality,
ethos, etc. But, remember, if it won’t
make money, then it won’t survive —
and that benefits no one. So, what
does success mean to you?”
— Scott Woolsey
Retail and Customer Service Manager
Killdeer Farm and Farm Stand, Norwich, VT
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Business Planning
ASSESSING AND PLANNING

One tool to consider when developing a business plan for a prospective
farm stand is a SWOT analysis. SWOT stands for strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats, and is used by organizations or businesses to identify
internal strengths and weaknesses, as well as external opportunities and
threats. (See sample SWOT chart on facing page.)
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A cash flow projection helps you account for all your expenses and is another
tool to help you assess and plan your farm stand. (See sample on p. 8 and 9.)

GENERATING INCOME WITH YOUR OWN PRODUCT
VERSUS “BOUGHT IN”

Some farmers sell only produce they grow themselves. Others find that it is
not economically sensible to grow all the crops that they’d ideally offer, so they
purchase additional produce or products to supplement what they grow. For
example, many small-scale farmers find it unprofitable to grow sweet corn, but
find that sales of other produce are compromised if sweet corn is not offered.
In response, they will purchase sweet corn from farms producing it at a larger
scale and resell it. Supplementing your own produce with other products like
bread, local honey, maple syrup, local milk, crafts, jams, pickles, etc., can
improve the economic viability of your farm stand by making it more interesting
to customers, many of whom are looking for three meals from one stop.
When purchasing for resale, you must maintain the integrity of your vision by
establishing guidelines for sourcing products. These guidelines must be easily
communicated by you and your staff. For example, some growers only purchase
certified organic or locally produced products. Providing as much information as
possible to consumers regarding product origin and growing practices is wise, as
many consumers want to know.

External Origin

Internal Origin

Sample Farm Stand SWOT
Helpful

Harmful

STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

Already grow a variety of produce to keep stand stocked

Coolers will need replacing within one year
Vegetables only; some customers may want

through growing season
Have established relationships with local marketing
partners — newspaper, radio, restaurants
Have customer base from farmers’ markets
Have capital saved for retrofitting shed for farm stand
Have interest and desire to make the farm stand a core
part of our business plan
Enjoy the customer interaction and ready to increase
those relationships on-site

full-diet

Not sure we have time to research regulations
Signage — we need more and we need to
update what we have

Need to “clean up” the farm if we are now
inviting people on with the farm stand

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

Located on highly trafficked road
There is no farm stand for our community within 15 miles
Our farmers’ market customers have expressed interest in

Possibility of theft
Country store down the road is not on board

buying from us throughout the week — there is a demand
Possibly partner with other local farms/producers to have
some of their products also at the farm stand (honey,
maple syrup, bread, fruit, cheese, meats)

with our farm stand

Cost of additional permits, insurance, etc.
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Sample Cash Flow Projection for a Farm Stand
Name: A Vermont Farm
For the period of: January 1, 2013 – December 31, 2014
Cash Receipts
Farm Stand

$26,000

(approximately $2,000/month, $500/week)

Cost of Goods Sold

$10,000

(cost of material inputs and labor used to produce food)

Farm Stand Labor

$2,912

Licenses and Permits

$15

Marketing, Advertising, Promotion

$694

Office Supplies

$60

ink cartridge

Packaging Supplies

$85

paper bags

Bags, Jars, Boxes, Labels, etc

$40

labels with farm logo

Pest Control

$40

mouse and rat traps, fly paper

Processing Services

$0

Repairs and Maintenance

$18

Supplies

$142

Training

$0

Cash Expenses (-)
Variable Expenses
Staffed one afternoon per week. Other times are self-serve. 208 hours of
staff time at $14/hour.
Meat retail license: $15
$5/week Facebook advertising, $48/week transactional ad in print
newspaper 8 weeks, $50 for business cards

replacement floorboard
hanging scale ($69), mulch ($45), annuals potted flowers ($28)
only one employeer, training did not cost anything

Other
Total Variable Expenses

$14,006

Fixed Expenses
Interest

$0

Insurance

$75

Lease — Machinery, Equipment

$0

Lease — Land

$0

Property Tax

$0

Utilities — heat

$600

Rinai heater

Utilities — electric

$420

$35/month

Utilities — water

$0

Telephone

$0

Website/Internet Expense

$580

Whole farm policy is about $500, so attribute 15% of that to the farm stand.

Accounted for in cost of goods sold, building is exempt under “current use”

Web — $100/year, Internet ½ of $60/month bill ($480)

Other
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Total Fixed Expenses

$1675

TOTAL CASH EXPENSES

$15,681

RECEIPTS MINUS EXPENSES

$10,319

$26,000 – $15,681
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Capital Contributions (+)
Loan

$0

Grant

$0

Sale of Capital Assets

$0

Other

$0

Construction Materials (walls,
roof, shelving, insulation,
bathroom, display stands, etc.)

$550

Self-closing screen door ($250); display stand ($80); handmade shelving
from salvaged wood ($120); Port-O-Let rental ($100)

Foundation/Site Prep

$170

Driveway grading ($85/hour, 2 hours)

Plumbing, Electrical

$0

None needed

Design/Architect

$0

DIY

General Contractor

$0

DIY

Equipment (cash registers,
refrigerators, coolers, freezers)

$3,721

(SARE grant received in previous years for season extension research.)

Capital Expenditures (-)

Thermometers for freezers and fridge ($24.99x2); Ipad and Square app for
cash register ($219); padlocked cash box for self-serve ($12); glass case
fridge ($1,900); glass display freezer, refurbished ($1,500); shelving ($40)

Other
Debt Service (-)
NET RETAINED CASH EARNINGS
(Deficit)

$0
$5,878

Capital Reserve (what you set
aside for depreciation and
reinvestment in the business)

$500

NET AFTER CAPITAL RESERVE
ALLOCATION

$5,378

$10,319 - $4,441 = $5,878

$5,878 - $500 = $5,378

When selecting producers to work with, consider writing up a sales agreement,
which is a set of procedures and standards that a buyer and seller agree to
follow when working with each other. This will create predictability and accurate
expectations for both parties. In addition to having a sales agreement, all
products that are purchased and resold should be tracked and inventoried.

PRICING

SOURCE: Vermont Farm Viability
Enhancement Program, adapted by Rose
Wilson Business Development Services.

See Writing a Basic Sales Agreement
for the Direct Market Farm by Rachel
Armstrong, 2014. There are many other
resources at Farm Commons website Resources.

Establishing a fair and reliable pricing strategy is essential for farm stand success.
Start by defining your costs of production. It may be difficult to maintain,
but try to develop a record system that gives production costs for each
item. Product prices should be set to at least cover these costs. Account for
shrinkage, seconds, and other losses.
Remember, better food is worth more. When you have a superior product —
better than the supermarket or even the farmer next door — charge more for
it. Some customers are price-conscious, and some aren’t. When you price
food at rock-bottom prices, customers buy the same amount anyway. The
refrigerator is only so big, and a family only eats so much.
n9
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Provide a markup that covers the cost of either purchasing-in or growing a
product, and then add 30–50% for profit (partially dependent on shrinkage).
Consider selling certain crops as “loss leaders” either at or below cost in
order to attract customers, who then spend money buying other things that
make up for the poor return on the loss leader.

ACCEPTING PAYMENT

Can you accept credit cards? If you have a smartphone or tablet, you can
purchase a mobile credit card processor that allows you to swipe credit and
debit cards as long as the device is connected to the Internet via a 3G, 4G or a
Wi-Fi connection.
You might also consider pre-paid memberships to your farm stand, where the
customer pays you up front, and you keep a log of how much product they buy
throughout the season. Some farms offer small discounts to customers who buy
pre-paid cards.
Many farms have a self-service model with a money box and some small bills
and coins available to make change. When operating a self-service stand, you
must be aware of the risk of theft of both product and cash. Keep your money
box bolted down and use a key to open it. Empty the money frequently.

Farm Stand at Golden Russett Farm,
Shoreham, VT. (Vera Simon-Nobes)

Recommended
Farm Stands to Visit
Killdeer Farm Stand, Norwich, VT
Adam’s Berry Farm, Charlotte, VT
Walker Farm, Dummerston, VT
Knoll Farm, Fayston, VT
Clear Brook Farm, Shaftsbury, VT
Woods Market Garden, Brandon, VT
Cedar Circle Farm, East Thetford, VT
Pete’s Greens, Craftsbury, VT
Jericho Settlers’ Farm, Jericho, VT
Trillium Hill Farm, Hinesburg, VT
Fat Toad Farm, Brookfield, VT
Green Mountain Girls Farm,
Northfield, VT

Understory Farm, Sudbury, VT
Family Cow Farmstand, Hinesburg, VT
See NOFA-VT’s list of VT farm stands.
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BUDGETING AND BUILDING

A capital budget is used to assess the economic viability of a business project
lasting more than one year where capital assets are involved. There are three
parts to a capital budget. First, the capital expenditures, or the investment in
machinery, equipment, architects, infrastructure, and construction of the farm
stand. Second are the cash flow projections that examine profit or loss on an
annual basis. The final piece includes the projection for liquidating the assets
and shutting down the business.

RETURN ON INVESTMENT

Another important calculation is your return on investment. Consider a very
small, self-serve farm stand located on a road that is highly trafficked. The
family grows vegetables in a ½-acre market garden. The stand costs about
$300 to set up, with no lighting, coolers, or other infrastructure. If the owners
gross $200/week for 12 weeks of the season, their gross income is $2,400.
As it is their third season, they have no infrastructure costs associated with
producing the vegetables, so their production costs for 12 weeks are only
seeds ($200) and labor (one person at eight hours per day, five days per week,
or 40 x 12 = 480 hours x $14/hour = $6,720). They sell ¹/³ of their produce
at a farmers’ market, ¹/³ to two restaurants, and ¹/³ at the farm stand. If they
attribute their cost of production equally over the three markets ($6720 / 3),
then their net profit is $2,400 - $2,240 = $160. They aren’t operating in the red,
but the farm stand is not very lucrative. They would cover their initial investment
in the farm stand construction, but their return on investment is low.
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BREAK-EVEN POINT

Understanding your break-even point can also help you determine if a farm
stand is profitable. Look at all expenses, variable and fixed, including food,
utilities, staffing, etc. Determine the amount of your average sales transaction.
Divide overall expenses by the average sales transaction to see the number of
customers you need to break even. Is this a realistic number, considering the
traffic count? For more on calculating break-even points, see “Best Practices in
Business and Financial Planning” chapter in this series.

Farm Stand Design and Layout
“Good visual merchandising is not
magic. It just requires a little time, a
little creativity, and a desire to stand
out.”
— Mary Peabody, University of Vermont Extension
The Art and Science of Farmers’ Market Display

Merchandising strategies can help
you exceed your target number of
customers and increase the value
of the average sales transaction.
Experiment with ways to encourage
“impulse buys,” such as placing a
pint of cherry tomatoes or raspberries
right by the register. Want to push
sales of one item? Offer samples of
it! (But follow University of Vermont
Extension’s guidelines for food safety
when sampling.)

Produce should be refreshed regularly, so it is always looking its best, especially
if you aren’t refrigerating it. Make sure you display unblemished produce that is
of uniform size, and clearly label prices near each item.

A bouquet of dried grain in the retail shop
at a small farm, Mangholm, outside of
Copenhagen, Denmark. (Vera Simon-Nobes)

“Displays should be works of art. Use
contrasting colors and keep things full.
The first, middle, and last customers of
the day deserve (essentially) the same
experience. Customers should ALWAYS
be able to count on the best you have
to offer.”
— Scott Woolsey
Retail and Customer Service Manager
Killdeer Farm and Farm Stand, Norwich, VT

FOUR KEYS TO STRONG DESIGN

Overflowing baskets of produce invite customers in and make them
want to purchase. Keep your displays looking full and colorful, but also
make them user-friendly. Baskets make great displays, because they make
selection easy, and reduce risk of the whole arrangement falling apart.
Make sure your products are clearly marked. Provide cooking and
serving ideas for unfamiliar items. Knowing your customers provides you
with important information about how to package your products for the best
sales. Some customers will always look for product that is prepackaged,
weighed, and priced, so they know exactly what they are paying for. Other
customers will want to select and bag their own product from the basket.
Find ways to accommodate both types of customer. You might also try
packaging a variety of items together to help customers gain a sense of how
to use unfamiliar items. Examples of these bundles might include a stir-fry
medley, a soup veggie pack, or a salsa kit. Many farmers have great success
with this type of marketing.
Products should be front and center. All other materials — baskets,
boxes, table covers, signage —are there to complement the product. When

Anyone can snap and share
a photo on social media, so:
Make it count.
Control the image.
Facilitate.
Be mindful of your merchandising.
Give them diversity!
Use color contrast and lighting
to create attractive displays that
“want to be photographed.”
Constantly ask yourself and staff,
“If a photographer for Martha
Stewart Living walked in, would
we wish anything looked better?”
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Develop a Farm Stand

you select awnings, tablecloths, and containers, use background colors
that enhance what you are selling. Avoid using colors that clash with your
products or send mixed messages to the buyer. There has been lots of
research on the role of color in marketing, and the evidence certainly points
to a connection between color, emotion, and consumer behavior.
Lighting is important to the appearances of your products as well as
customer safety.
REFERENCES: Risk management information from
Rutgers Cooperative Extension, “Agritourism Liability.”
“Generating Income with Your Own Product Versus
Bought In,” Marketing, Pricing, and Staffing sections
contributed by Scott Woolsey, Killdeer Farm Retail
and Customer Service Manager, Norwich, VT. Sales
Agreement section from Rachel Armstrong, Farm
Commons, “Writing a Basic Sales Agreement for the
Direct Market Farm.” “Four Keys to Strong Design”
contributed by Mary Peabody, Community Development
Specialist, University of Vermont Extension.
The information contained in this publication is deemed
correct and accurate and is based on research at
the time of writing. This publication is for educational
purposes only and does not constitute legal advice or
an interpretation of the law. It is recommended that you
consult an attorney about specific legal concerns.
This publication was made possible by support from the
U.S. Small Business Administration and The Canaday
Family Charitable Trust. It is also the result of taxsupported funding from USDA, Rural Development, and
as such cannot be copyrighted. It may be reprinted with
the customary crediting of the source. Each chapter
was published as a result of a project of the Rutland
Regional Planning Commission, Farm-Based Education
Network and Vermont Farms! Association, coordinated
by Vera Simon-Nobes. Design by Holly Brough, Shelburne
Farms. Reviewed by Lisa Chase and Virginia Nickerson,
University of Vermont Extension; Sara Armstrong
Donegan, Trillium Hill Farm; Helen Whybrow, Knoll Farm.
Issued in furtherance of Cooperative
Extension work, Acts of May 8 and
June 30, 1914, in cooperation with
the United States Department of
Agriculture. University of Vermont Extension, Burlington,
Vermont. University of Vermont Extension, and U.S.
Department of Agriculture, cooperating, offer education
and employment to everyone without regard to race,
color, national origin, gender, religion, age, disability,
political beliefs, sexual orientation, and marital or
familial status.
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Staffing
If you have a staffed farm stand, then your staff is likely going to be both your
biggest expense and your biggest asset. Teach your employees constantly, and
learn from them. Everybody needs to know the products. You as a farmer must
be able to answer objective questions — is this apple sweet or tart? Does this
onion store well? Is this cut of meat good for the grill? However, customers also
appreciate hearing about your personal comments.
Train your staff to be educated and helpful.
Empower your staff to interact with customers
Introduce yourself, or assign a “greeter.” You have to say, “Hello!”
Make sure your visitors feel that they are guests, and that as the host, you
want them to have a great visit.
Provide them with personal concierge-style service.
Ask if they have questions and offer samples.
ALWAYS thank them for visiting.
ALWAYS insist on helping to bag and carry their purchases!

In Vermont, we’re lucky to have many farm stands you can visit to gather
ideas as you plan your own endeavor. Take stock of the characteristics that
you like and dislike. Plan, implement, and adapt. Remember that a farm
stand is a window to your farm, so be sure it reflects your values and lets
the quality of your products shine.

